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Perovskite quantum dots embedded paper
photodetectors with high flexibility and self-
powered operation†
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Metal halide perovskite quantum dots (QDs) with unique physicochemical properties are promising

candidates for next-generation optoelectronics, but they often suffer from stability issues that severely

limit their potential for practical applications. In this work, we adopt an oleic acid/oleylamine-free

approach to synthesize MAPbBr3 quantum dot (MQD) papers by incorporating MQDs into cellulose

nanofiber frameworks. The abundant long-chain binding ligands containing sulfate terminal groups

within the cellulose nanofiber remarkably stabilize the MQD structure, enabling the fabrication of self-

power and flexible MQD paper photodetectors with a responsivity of B0.19 mA W�1, detectivity of

1.58 � 108 cm Hz1/2 W�1, and excellent bendability and reliability after 500 bending cycles. More

importantly, these MQD/cellulose-based self-powered photodetectors demonstrate extraordinarily high

environmental stability, maintaining more than 90% of the initial responsivity after 60 days. The simple

disposability of the paper-based device is also illustrated by burning within one second, suggesting the

ease of device elimination. Our work provides a unique approach to designing ultra-stable perovskite

QD-based electronics with unprecedented functionalities.

Introduction

The forthcoming era of wearable electronics and the Internet of
Things, which is expected to bring unprecedented innovations
to our daily lives, strongly requires smart, flexible electronics
with design versatility. One of the key focuses in the develop-
ment of flexible electronics is the design and production of
flexible and stretchable materials that can be used to manu-
facture the devices.1 These materials must be able to withstand
the rigors of different use conditions while maintaining their
electrical and mechanical properties. One prevalent strategy for
current commercial flexible electronics is integrating rigid-

substrate-based devices with elastomeric carriers.2 However,
this approach could be limited in terms of flexibility, as the
individual devices remain rigid and the deformability relies only
on the elastomeric carriers. Alternatively, researchers have made
significant efforts to develop electronic components on soft
substrates to enable highly flexible applications. In this case,
the flexibility and mechanical properties of electronic active layers
play a dominant role in the device performance and durability,
which has become a key research focus in recent years.

Solution-processed hybrid perovskites with a formula of
ABX3 (A = CH3NH3

+ (MA) and HC(NH2)2
+ (FA); B = Pb2+ and

Sn2+; X = Cl�, Br�, and I�) have gained extensive attention in
the last decade due to their superior advantages, including
narrow emission peaks, ambipolar carrier transport, tunable
bandgaps, and long diffusion length.3–8 Tremendous effort has
been devoted to developing next-generation perovskite optoelec-
tronics, witnessing a huge increase in light-to-electricity conver-
sion efficiency up to 26.1% via various optimizations within a
decade.9 In the field of flexible electronics, perovskite active layers
have been extensively integrated with soft substrates for versatile
optoelectronic devices, including photovoltaics,10,11 light-emitting
diodes,12,13 lasers,14,15 memristors,16,17 and photodetectors.18,19

In particular, metal halide perovskite detectors have been exten-
sively explored in various light detection regions, including
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near-infrared, visible, ultraviolet, and X/g-ray detectors, thanks to
their exceptional optical and electrical properties.20 In addition,
halide perovskite-based flexible photodetectors have been identi-
fied as key components in wearable and portable electronics,
benefiting from innovative device architectures and encapsulation
strategies to enhance their optoelectronic and mechanical
properties.21 Nevertheless, many reported flexible perovskite
devices are based on perovskite polycrystalline films, which are
not mechanically robust to fractures along grain boundaries and
may hinder their application in highly deformed circumstances.22

Zero-dimensional (0D) perovskite quantum dots (QDs), as
the rising nanostructure following three-dimensional (3D) bulk
perovskites, feature longer carrier diffusion length and higher
carrier mobility on account of the improved crystallinity, fewer
defects, and grain boundaries compared to bulk polycrystalline
thin films.23 Meanwhile, they can inherit the intrinsic merits of
3D perovskites with additional quantum confinement effects,
making them good candidates for wide application in optoelec-
tronic devices.24 More importantly, the intrinsic nanoscale
dimensions of QD materials possess great potential for flexible
applications without deteriorating the perovskite materials.25

However, maintaining good electronic connections between
individual QDs under highly deformed conditions is still chal-
lenging, which is key to achieving high-endurance flexible QD
devices. Another obstacle of perovskite QDs is the poor long-
term stability because their ionic lattice might degrade under
humidity, temperature, or strong illumination.26 Currently,
most studies on perovskite QD stability focus on the colloidal
form. The stability of perovskite QD solid films should be
further investigated and enhanced in order to realize practical
optoelectronic applications.

In this work, we successfully utilize a facile, room-temperature,
solution-processed method to synthesize MAPbBr3 QD (MQD)/cel-
lulose nanofiber (CNF) hybrid papers, elucidating their key optical–
electrical properties and demonstrating their potential as self-
powered and highly flexible photodetectors. In this design, the
flexible CNFs are sulfated by ion exchange treatment to enhance
electronic connections between QDs, while the uniformly
embedded MQDs serve as excellent optoelectronic media for
photo-sensing measurements. Unlike conventional spin-coated

perovskite films that typically fracture along grain boundaries
during deformation, the sulfated CNFs provide high mechanical
strength to support the MQDs, thus enabling highly flexible applica-
tions. In addition, the functional sulfate ligands remarkably stabilize
the MQD structure, leading to a significant enhancement in the
device stability. The resultant hybrid photodetectors demon-
strate effective self-power photodetection with a responsivity of
B0.19 mA W�1, detectivity of 1.58� 108 cm Hz1/2 W�1, and excellent
bendability and reliability after 500 bending cycles, confirming the
potential of MQDs/CNF as active flexible electronic components.
More importantly, the MQDs/CNF-based self-power photodetectors
demonstrate extraordinarily high environmental stability, maintain-
ing more than 90% of the initial responsivity for 60 days.

Results and discussion

CNFs, the ingredients of paper, have dimensions of several
hundred nanometers to micrometers in length and several tens
nanometers in diameter, originating from a variety of abundant
and sustainable biological sources, such as cotton, tunicin,
wood pulp, bacteria, and manila.27–29 By virtue of their high
flexibility and mechanical strength, we incorporated high-
performance MAPbBr3 perovskite QDs into CNFs to generate
flexible optoelectronic sensing films. However, the intrinsic
CNFs (I-CNFs) can limit the charge transport between MQDs,
leading to insufficient optoelectronic performance. For this
reason, we exploited sulfated CNFs (S-CNFs) for nanocomposite
design, which are composed of linear polysaccharide chains by
repeated b-(1 - 4)-d-glucopyranose units while a substantial
number of the initial hydroxyl (–OH) groups are substituted by
sulfate (–OSO3

�) groups (Fig. 1a) in the ion exchange process.
The I-CNFs and S-CNFs were further fabricated and trans-
formed into thin films to test their charge transport properties.
It was observed that the conductivity of the S-CNFs increased by
12-fold compared to that of the initial I-CNFs (Fig. S1, ESI†),
thus enabling a higher transduction ratio of MQD optoelectro-
nic signals. In addition, the abundant –OSO3

� groups in the
CNFs possess a high electronegativity, and can firmly bind to
Pb2+ cations on the MQD surface and passivate the defects

Fig. 1 (a) Illustration of sulfated CNFs. (b) Fabrication of MQDs/CNF papers via a vacuum filtration method.
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caused by halide vacancies,30,31 significantly improving the
stability and optical properties of MQDs.

In contrast to typical colloidal synthesis, which involves
multiple processes to produce high-quality hybrid perovskite
QDs, we adopt a different strategy in this study using a simple,
oleic acid/oleylamine-free vacuum filtration approach to
synthesize the MQD papers, as shown in Fig. 1b.32 The detailed
process can be found in the Experimental section in the ESI.†
In short, various amounts of perovskite precursors (MABr :
PbBr2 = 1 : 1) and the sulfated CNF suspension were dissolved
and mixed in N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF). Next, the well-
mixed precursor/CNF solutions were vacuum-filtered and dried
through a 20-nm pore sized membrane filter for 24 h in order to
remove the DMF solvent. Subsequently, MQDs/CNF papers
were formed on the membrane and could be easily peeled off.
Noteworthily, the rich –OSO3

� ligands on CNFs effectively
confine the MAPbBr3 crystallization into QD structures during

the filtering process through ligand-assisted reprecipitation,
and the resulting solid-state MQDs/CNF papers are robust and
flexible, akin to that of daily used papers.

The morphologies and structures of as-prepared MQDs/CNF
papers were characterized by transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD). As shown in Fig. 2a, numer-
ous MQDs are formed as a consequence of ligand confinement
and are distributed well in CNF papers. The statistical size
distribution of MQDs is shown in Fig. S2 (ESI†), featuring an
average size of 6.16 nm (synthesized when perovskite : CNFs =
1 : 10). High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) in Fig. 2b shows the
appearance of a single MQD and reveals a lattice spacing of
0.29 nm, which aligns well with the reported value for MAPbBr3

QDs in the literature.33 Fig. 2c presents the fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT) image corresponding to its (200) plane, confirming
the high crystallinity of MQDs. To further confirm the crystal
structure of the MQDs/CNF, XRD patterns of bare CNF papers

Fig. 2 (a) TEM image of the MQDs/CNF paper. (b) High-resolution TEM image showing the lattice spacing of the MAPbBr3 QD. The scale bar is 2 nm. (c)
Corresponding electron diffraction pattern, revealing the high crystallinity of the perovskite QDs. (d) XRD patterns of pure CNF and MQDs/CNF papers. (e)
Full XPS spectrum and Br-3d, Pb-4f, S-2p, C-1s, O-1s core spectra of MQDs/CNF papers.
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and MQDs/CNF hybrid papers were measured (Fig. 2d). Both
samples show a strong peak at 22.61, ascribed to the (200) plane
of the CNF paper.31 Notably, three extra peaks were observed in
MQDs@20/CNF at 14.91, 30.11, and 33.81, corresponding to the
(100), (200), and (210) planes of MQDs, respectively.13,32 The
TEM and XRD results suggest the successful embedding of
MQDs into CNF papers. The full X-ray photoelectron spectro-
scopy (XPS) spectrum and Br-3d, Pb-4f, S-2p, C-1s, and O-1s
core spectra of MQDs/CNF were also recorded, as shown in
Fig. 2e. The XPS results confirm the binding energies of
molecular interaction in MQDs/CNF, and the presence of the
S-2p peak also suggests the potential capping effect from
(–OSO3

�) terminal groups in the hybrid structure.
To optimize the optical and electrical properties of MQDs/

CNF hybrid papers, three varied loading amounts of perovskite
precursors and CNFs with weight ratios of 10%, 20%, and 30%
were prepared (i.e., MQDs@10/CNF, MQDs@20/CNF, and
MQDs@30/CNF). Fig. 3a shows the optical image of MQDs/
CNF papers with different MQD concentrations, illustrating the
progressive color evolution in their appearance. The bare CNF
paper has a grey color; with the concentration of MQDs
gradually increasing from 10% to 30%, the color of MQDs/
CNF papers turns from light green-yellow to deep orange. The
surface morphologies of different MQDs/CNF papers were
studied using a Zygo profilometer, as shown in Fig. S3 (ESI†).
These hybrid papers gradually become rougher as the MQD
concentration increases, with the root mean square (RMS)
roughness values of 450, 495, 511, and 562 nm for bare CNF,
MQDs@10/CNF, MQDs@20/CNF, and MQDs@30/CNF, respec-
tively, suggesting that higher concentrations of MQDs can alter

the hybrid paper morphology. Moreover, the top-view scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) images in Fig. 3b exhibit a rougher
morphology in the MQDs@30/CNF paper than the other two,
which is consistent with the above results. Since a higher
percentage of perovskite precursors can presumably lead to
extra crystallization on the surface of the CNF paper, a certain
amount of perovskite crystals could float on the surface of the
hybrid paper without the protection of the CNF. The precipi-
tated crystal was confirmed to be MAPbBr3 by SEM energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), as shown in Fig. S4 (ESI†).
Therefore, the stability of MQDs@30/CNF is expected to be
lower than those of MQDs@20/CNF and MQDs@10/CNF.

Ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) absorption spectra of different
perovskite papers were recorded, as shown in Fig. 3c. The
MQDs@30/CNF sample showed a steep absorption onset
around 553 nm, close to values reported for the bulk MAPbBr3

perovskite. The absorption onset is slightly blue-shifted for
MQDs@20/CNF, while for MQDs@10/CNF, the absorption
onset shifted by over 20 nm, suggesting a much stronger
quantum confinement due to the smaller QD size for this
sample. The steady-state photoluminescence (PL) characteris-
tics of MQDs/CNF papers are demonstrated in Fig. 3d. The
reported polycrystalline MAPbBr3 thin film typically has a PL
peak at 4530 nm,34 which is obviously larger than for our
MQDs/CNF papers, indicating that the involved quantum con-
finement effect alters the bandgaps of MQDs on CNF papers.
Notably, a systematic blue shift can be observed as the concen-
tration of MQDs decreases due to the enhanced degree of
quantum confinement. Time-resolved PL (TRPL) of different
MQDs/CNF papers was used to verify their photoexcited carrier

Fig. 3 (a) Optical photographs of MQDs/CNF papers with different perovskite concentrations from 0%, 10%, 20%, to 30%. (b) Top-view SEM images of
MQDs/CNF papers with 10%, 20%, and 30% perovskite concentrations. (c) UV-Vis absorption, (d) PL, and (e) TRPL spectra of three different MQDs/CNF
papers.
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dynamics (Fig. 3e). By conducting the exponential fitting, the
TRPL average carrier lifetimes are determined to be 2.24 ns,
3.38 ns, and 3.80 ns for MQDs@10/CNF, MQDs@20/CNF, and
MQDs@30/CNF, respectively. The decrease in carrier lifetime
with lower MQD concentrations can be attributed to the
increase in the carrier recombination rate resulting from
enhanced quantum confinement, which matches the observa-
tions in UV-Vis and PL studies.

The potential of MQDs/CNF hybrid papers with excellent
mechanical strength and impressive optoelectronic properties
draws our attention and inspires us to study their performance
for self-biased photodetectors. It is worth noting that all the
measurements were conducted at room temperature (20 1C)
under ambient conditions with a humidity of 60%. The self-
powered Schottky photodetector can be achieved by planarly
sandwiching the MQDs/CNF hybrid paper between one Au and
one Pt electrode. This Schottky design has been proven quite
effective for perovskite materials in the previous study.35 We
first conducted the I–V measurement of MQDs@10/CNF under
dark conditions, and an extremely small current of around
1.05 nA was observed at 0 V (Fig. 4a, the corresponding semilog
plot is shown in Fig. S5, ESI†). Remarkably, under solar light
irradiation of 100 mW cm�2, the zero-bias photocurrent signifi-
cantly increases by 212 times to 40.2 mA. Because Au and Pt
feature high work functions of 5.6 eV and 5.1 eV, respectively,
they can facilitate the p-type transport of MAPbBr3 QDs.36 The
band diagram of Au/MAPbBr3/Pt is shown in Fig. S6 (ESI†), in
which the Pt/MAPbBr3 interface has a small barrier, while Au/
MAPbBr3 exhibit a larger Schottky interface,36 demonstrating a
Schottky-typed self-powered mechanism. When photoexcited
carriers are generated, the holes tend to transport to the Au
contact due to the potential difference, facilitating the self-
powered photodetection. The rectifying I–V behavior in Fig. 4a
also confirms the carrier transport to be a Schottky-typed self-
powered mechanism. The temporal response of the MQDs@10/
CNF photodetector in Fig. 3b illustrates the fast photocurrent
switching, with a rise time of 290 ms (current increasing from
10% to 90% of the peak value) and a decay time of 510 ms
(current decreasing from 90% to 10% of the peak value).

The decay of photocurrent is relatively slower than the rise,
presumably owing to the large channel length of B400 mm and
charge-trapping centers at the MQDs/CNF interface.

In order to further investigate the effect of perovskite QD
concentration on photodetector performance, three types of
MQDs/CNF hybrid paper-based devices were fabricated, includ-
ing MQDs@10/CNF, MQDs@20/CNF, and MQDs@30/CNF.
Fig. 5a depicts the time-dependent photocurrent responses of
three photodetectors under zero bias, recorded as the solar
light illumination was cycled on and off at two-second intervals.
It is clear that with more MQD incorporation inside the CNF
paper, the photocurrent increased significantly from 5.6 � 10�8

A for MQDs@10/CNF to 1.8 � 10�7 A for MQDs@20/CNF and
3.2 � 10�7 A for MQDs@30/CNF. However, their dark currents
are also increased accordingly because of increased interfacial
charge transfer and carrier-donating defects with a higher MQD
density. To this end, MQDs@20/CNF demonstrates the highest
ON/OFF ratio of 40.

The photoresponsivity (R) was calculated as R ¼ Ion � Ioff

P� A
,

where Ion � Ioff is the difference between the photocurrent and
the dark current, P is the power intensity of incident light, and
A is the irradiation area of the device. Since the photocurrent
enhances as the perovskite concentration increases, the
MQDs@30/CNF presents the highest peak responsivity of
0.19 mA W�1 (Fig. 5b), which is higher compared to the MQDs@
20/CNF (0.12 mA W�1) and MQDs@10/CNF (0.03 mA W�1),
respectively. Detectivity (D*) is a crucial performance indicator
for assessing the sensitivity of photodetectors. Herein, the
detectivity of different MQDs/CNF photodetectors in self-
powered mode (0 V) is calculated by D* = R/(2eJd)1/2, where
e is the elementary charge and Jd is the current density under
dark conditions. The MQDs@10/CNF photodetector features a
detectivity of 5.64 � 107 cm Hz1/2 W�1, compared with the
MQDs@20/CNF (1.58 � 108 cm Hz1/2 W�1) and MQDs@30/CNF
(7.30 � 107 cm Hz1/2 W�1) counterparts, as demonstrated in
Fig. 5c. Even though the reduction in perovskite concentration
within the MQDs/CNF would slightly suppress the responsivity,
the corresponding lower dark current can substantially dimin-
ish the background noise, leading to a comparable detectivity.

Fig. 4 (a) I–V curves of Au/MQDs@10/CNF/Pt under dark and solar light illumination. The inset shows the photograph of the Au/MQDs@10/CNF/Pt
device. (b) Temporal photocurrent responses highlight a rise time of 290 ms and a decay time of 510 ms.
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Stability is an important parameter for halide perovskite
devices. In this study, the stability of different MQDs/CNF
photodetectors was determined by measuring the responsivity
with time under a relative humidity of 60% at 20 1C, as shown
in Fig. 5d. Impressively, MQDs@10/CNF can sustain more than
91% of the initial responsivity even after 60 days, demonstrat-
ing its superior stability. In contrast, it takes 35 days for
MQDs@20/CNF to reach 73% of its initial responsivity and 17
days for MQDs@30/CNF to degrade to 73.5%. It is verified that
the slightly higher responsivity and detectivity of MQDs@20/
CNF and MQDs@30/CNF are at significant expense of stability
performance. Therefore, with comparable detectivity and excel-
lent stability, MQDs@10/CNF shows better potential for reli-
able self-powered photodetection. To further test the
repeatability, the responsivity of the MQDs@10/CNF paper
photodetector was tested 20 times, and five MQDs@10/CNF
devices were fabricated to determine the uniformity and the
statistical results are summarized in Table S1 (ESI†).

To understand the effect of CNFs in the hybrid structure, the
stability of a pure MQD thin film device was also tested for
comparison (Fig. S7, ESI†). Without CNFs, the photocurrent of
the pure MQD device was rapidly degraded to 67.1% within 4
days, which is significantly inferior to the MQDs/CNF counter-
part. The excellent stability of the MQDs/CNF hybrid structure
can be attributed to the molecular interaction. CNFs, exhibiting
substantial mechanical robustness and an intricate entangle-
ment of cellulose fibers, have been identified as efficacious
natural crosslinking agents,37 which can enhance the structural

integrity and durability of MQD papers. The CNFs utilized in
this study contain abundant highly electronegative sulfonate
(–HSO3

�) capping ligands. Such ligands demonstrate a pro-
nounced affinity for complexation with the cationic species
within the MQDs, specifically lead ions (Pb2+). This interaction
substantially improves the stability of the MQDs, leveraging the
inherent functionality of CNFs to foster enhanced performance
and high stability of the MQDs. To further investigate its
interaction with Pb2+, the XPS Pb-4f core spectra of both
MQDs/CNF and pure MQDs were characterized, respectively
(Fig. S8, ESI†). It is observed that the Pb-4f7/2 and Pb-4f5/2 peaks
of MQDs/CNF slightly shift to lower binding energy compared
to those of the pure MQDs. This result confirms the interaction
between CNFs and MQDs because the electron-rich capping
ligands can bond to Pb2+, producing an electron screening
effect that shifts the binding energy to lower values.38 The
capping effect of CNFs can significantly stabilize the MQDs,
leading to the enhanced stability of MQDs/CNF compared to
that of conventional oleic acid/oleylamine synthesized MQDs.

In this study, the performance of MQDs/CNF photodetectors
is substantially correlated to the perovskite to CNF weight
ratios, which results in different QD sizes. The MQDs@10/
CNF exhibits an average QD size of 6.16 nm (Fig. 2a and Fig.
S2, ESI†), while MQDs@20/CNF features a much larger average
QD size of 9.31 nm (Fig. S9, ESI†). Moreover, when the
perovskite to CNF ratio further increases to 30% for
MQDs@30/CNF (Fig. S10, ESI†), the perovskite grain is signifi-
cantly enlarged without clear boundaries and a certain amount

Fig. 5 (a) Self-powered photocurrent responses of three perovskite concentration MQDs/CNF photodetectors showing time-dependent photosensi-
tivity with a time interval of 2 s, and their corresponding photoresponsivity and detectivity are shown in (b) and (c). (d) Time-dependent normalized
photoresponsivity of MQDs/CNF photodetectors under relative humidity of 60% at 20 1C.
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of large perovskite crystals appear on the paper surface. Photo-
detector performance results based on different MQDs/CNF
papers (Fig. 5) suggest that the responsivity increases when the
perovskite concentration increases as a result of enhanced light
absorption by larger MQDs. However, the detectivity of differ-
ent photodetectors remains at a similar level because larger
MQDs also lead to increased noise (dark current), balancing the
positive effect of enhanced responsivity. For the stability test in
Fig. 5d, when the perovskite concentration and crystal size
increase in the cellulose paper, the capping effect of CNFs
would reduce accordingly, leading to a decrease in photodetec-
tor stability. As a result, the MQDs@10/CNF paper photodetec-
tor possesses the best stability, exhibiting great potential for
self-powered photodetection.

The paper-based flexible optoelectronics have drawn signif-
icant attention recently because of the extended market
demand for wearable and foldable consumer electronics.39 To
verify the application of the MQDs/CNF hybrid paper in flexible
electronics, a bending test was performed to examine whether
it could reliably function under bent conditions. As depicted in
Fig. 6a, four degrees of bending were studied with the radius of
curvature (r) between two edges of the substrate from 4, 3, 2, to
1 cm. Compared to operation under flat conditions, despite
slightly increasing fluctuation, both photocurrent and dark
current levels remained nearly unchanged at four different
bending states (Fig. 6b), indicating good flexibility of the
MQDs@10/CNF photodetector. To further test the mechanical
robustness, the photodetector performances were monitored
continuously over repetitive bending cycles. Specifically, each

data point was obtained by subjecting the devices to 20 bending
cycles, alternating between a flat state and a curvature of 1 cm
bending radius, as illustrated in Fig. 6c, in which a stable
photodetector performance was observed even after 500 bend-
ing cycles. The excellent device stability after successive bend-
ing confirms the reliability of the flexible MQDs/CNF paper
photodetector.

An additional advantage of MQDs/CNF paper devices is the
ability to be easily modified in size and shape using scissors by
cutting and trimming. Unlike other flexible devices constructed
on traditional polymer substrates, the capability of adjusting
size and shape could greatly enhance the customization of
MQDs/CNF to meet individual requirements. Employing kiri-
gami techniques also allows for the creation of a wide range of
intricate patterns, adding aesthetic value. In addition, MQDs/
CNF paper-based devices can be easily disposed of, in which the
whole device can be irreversibly and totally wiped out by
burning via a commercial lighter. As demonstrated in Fig. 7,
the paper-based photodetector quickly darkens and decom-
poses within 0.5 s, resulting in the permanent elimination of
the device. Notably, the cellulose paper will not deform and
generate toxic gases like low-cost plastics upon burning, so it is
relatively environmentally friendly for flexible electronic
applications.

Table 1 summarises the performance of the MQDs/CNF
photodetectors in this work and other perovskite-based self-
powered photodetectors in the literature.35,40–50 It can be seen
that although the detectivity of MQDs/CNF is slightly lower,
their stability is significantly better than in other reports,

Fig. 6 (a) Photograph of the flexible MQDs@10/CNF paper photodetector under different bending conditions. (b) Ion and Ioff of the MQDs@10/CNF
photodetector measured with various bending curvature from flat, 4, 3, 2, to 1 cm. (c) Endurance characterization of the MQDs@10/CNF device.

Fig. 7 Time-lapse sequence of photographs showing the ignition process of the MQDs/CNF paper photodetector within 0.5 s.
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demonstrating the effectiveness of the CNF capping strategy to
confine and stabilize the MQDs. It should be noted that per-
ovskite photodetectors typically present much better responsivity
and detectivity under weak light conditions. For example,
in Ding et al.’s work,43 the responsivity of the perovskite
photodetector was enhanced by more than 100 times from
B0.3 mA W�1 to B40 mA W�1 when the illumination intensity
decreases from 10 mW cm�2 to 10�3 mW cm�2. In this study, the
MQDs/CNF photodetectors were tested under strong solar light
of 100 mW cm�2, and therefore, the obtained performance
should be underestimated. Combined with high flexibility and
exceptional stability, MQDs/CNF show great potential for self-
powered photodetection in flexible applications.

Conclusions

In summary, we propose a novel and facile strategy for fabricat-
ing flexible halide perovskite-based self-powered optoelectronics
and significantly enhancing their environmental stability. By
incorporating 0D MQDs into cellulose nanofiber papers, a
flexible MQDs/CNF hybrid paper photodetector is developed,
featuring effective self-power photodetection with a responsivity
of B0.19 mA W�1, detectivity of 1.58 � 108 cm Hz1/2 W�1, and
great bendability and reliability with reproducible photodetec-
tion over 500 bending cycles. In addition, MQDs/CNF-based self-
powered photodetectors demonstrate extraordinarily high envir-
onmental stability, which retains more than 90% of the initial
responsivity for 60 days owing to the abundant long-chain
binding ligands that stabilize and protect the MQD structure.
The ease of disposing of paper-based photodetectors is evi-
denced by their ability to be completely incinerated within a
single second, highlighting a straightforward method for device
disposal. Our research opens new avenues for the development
of exceptionally stable, paper-based electronics incorporating
halide perovskite QDs, offering superior optoelectronic function-
alities for highly flexible, self-powered applications.
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